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About This Game

"Out of ammunition. God Save the King." – This was the message sent by the British forces in the final hours of the struggle for
Arnhem Bridge. It was intended for the Allied forces, but it was only heard by the Germans.

Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem is a highly enhanced new release of Close Combat, using the latest Close Combat engine
with many additional improvements. Its design is based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat – A Bridge Too Far, originally
developed by Atomic Games, as well as the more recent Close Combat: The Longest Day. This is the most ambitious and most

improved of the new Close Combat releases.

As the Allies, you will carry out the world’s largest airborne operation, Operation Market Garden, to cross the Rhine and bring a
swift end to the war or, as the Germans, use a hastily organized set of defense forces to prevent the Allies from reaching their

ultimate goal, Arnhem Bridge. Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem comes with expanded force pools, reserve & static
battlegroups, a troop point buying system, ferry and assault crossings, destructible bridges, static forces and much more! Also

included in this rebuild are 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign!

FEATURES

•Highly enhanced release based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat: A Bridge Too far title, originally developed by
Atomic Games, and the latest Close Combat: The Longest Day.

•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps.
•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign.

•Many new game features including troop point buying system, destructible bridges, ferry and assault river crossings, night-time
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battles, flare effects, and more!
•A point buying system - each battle group and parent formation has a limited pool of points to be spent to buy teams from the

Force Pool.
•Bridge demolition and repair.

•Assault river crossings and ferry river crossings.
•Front line and Reserve Battlegroups

•Improved Battlegroup management ability to stack battle groups, ability to merge battle groups, ability for one battlegroup to
lend teams to another, ability for battlegroups to move through each other on the strat map.

•Static troops a small number of teams associated with a specific map will defend the map even if no battlegroup is present.
•Ability to specify starting turn (of starting day) for operations and campaigns to the scenario editor.

•Ability to specify arrival turn for reinforcements in scenario editor. Increased maximum number of turns / day to 6.
•Size/echelon data for battle groups (i.e. Company / Battalion / Regiment) which controls the number of team slots available in

battle group screen.
•Parent formation tracking for battle groups

•The parent formation for both 1 Para Bde and 4 Para Bde will be British 1st Airborne Division, for example.
•Reduced aerial re-supply effectiveness if an enemy battle group is present on the target map.

•Video playback at battle / campaign / operation start and each new day of the grand campaign.
•Even more improvements have been made to the AI to reduce some of the more inadequate performance issues, in particular

with respect to vehicle pathing, the 'crawl of death', and Team and Unit morale and response in general.

•Battle the enemy in the darkness. Includes simulated flare effects where ability to see the enemy troops is effected by flare
deployment.

•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns.
•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps. That's an additional 21

tactical map slots over the original game!
•New reports at the end of battle showing campaign cohesion and VL control track your progress after each bout.

•Display of battlegroup cohesion and fatigue status.
•Game accepts maps up to 4800x4800 pixels as compared to the stock CC5 map size of 3600x3600 pixels.

•Off-board or off-map support quantities now tied to difficulty level.
•Improved graphical communication of strat map connections.

•Game can be played in windowed mode.
•Tweaked User Interface graphics, with nearly all new planes, vehicles and map graphics.

•Also includes carefully crafted game play manual No longer requires second party utilities for modding to provide years of
additional gaming excitement.

•Among the moddable features: ALL strat layer features, ALL campaign details including weather, turns per day, scoring, all
support mission types for both sides and locations, battlegroup recycling, battlegroup retreat/disband, supply and much more!

•Teams, battlegroups, elements, forcepools soldiers, vehicles, and weapons files maximum number of entries extended.
•Capable of representing multiple nationalities with varying capabilities available to both sides.

•Capable of simulating airborne battlegroup deployment drop zones.
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The games main failing is price at best its a \u00a30.79 game.

The artwork is poor not only for the players but the game itself. One of the game times is an American Football Helmet. The
effort required to replace that with something related to Football was just too much.

Some of the gaming achievements are tedious, clicking 2018 times for each player is annoying, and there's another that requires
you to nearly complete the game then not play it.

The games not very good, and it really does feel like its been developed as a cash grab rather than for Devs to do their best work
and be rewarded for it.

People can make their own minds up about the game but I certainly wouldn't recommend it.. This game taught me not to keep
money in my steam wallet because that makes it really easy to say, "This game is on sale for one dollar." I could've bought a
doughnut instead.. I am a huge HOG fan but this game was not a very good one. It was the first time I actually requested a
refund for a hog game. The voice overs are terrible and the graphics are pixelated on wide screen. Also for me it's just not a fun
game with a good story line. I don't recommend this game despite the other flood of positive reviews but try it for yourself and
see if you want to take the chance. I did give it a fair half hour gameplay to see if it would get better but by part two I could not
take anymore.. She is a little bit tricky to play.
But plays like a better version of Katsuragi.
I like her cheerfullness.
Musictheme is cheerfull too...
Go for her.... VINDICTA is an incredibly fun FPS that is a serious contender for best VR game I've plated so far. I was
pleasantly surprised by how polished the game looks despite still being in Early Access, the graphics are great. I really
appreciate that there are various options for movement (swinging your arms or using the trackpad). Combat feels fluid and it's
very easy to get used to the mechanics, even for someone who (like me) doesn't usually play FPSs.

I did run into some issues (most notably, the world appears much bigger than it should and I can barely reach keyholes - I was
able to work around this by changing height via OpenVR Advanced Settings), but after contacting the developers it's evident
that they're actively working hard on improving the game. Overall, I definitely recommend this game even in its current state,
and I believe it will get much better in the future.. I have mixed feelings on this game, the music, visuals, and story are beautiful.
However, the puzzles themselves fall quite short. The best section of the game has some light and mirror puzzles similar to Talos
Principle, while the worst sections are literally, wander around and pick up 4 of the same object. For what its worth, I played
through the entire story and beat the game (it took me about 5 hours, but I'd imagine it can be done in half that) but did not
100% all the achievements.

At the end of the day, if you are looking more for an interactive story \/ walking simulator you'll like this a lot. If you are hoping
for a high quality puzzle game you are much better off with The Witness, Talos Principle, Quern, or even Archiaca.

I found this game while searching for games similar to The Witness and while they both have a great atomsphere and a beautiful
world to explore, the difference in the actual game play quality is night and day.

This game also seems unrefined in a lot of ways. One of the "tips" that the game shows on loading is a warning to save often
because the auto save is sporadic and unreliable. There is a mechanic where you use up your "light energy" but as far as I can
tell no puzzle in the entire game requires actually using your energy efficiently or optimally, they just force you to occasionally
spend time looking for a light refill bottle for no reason. The whole health\/damage system seems oddly tacked on, and the main
"completionist" section of the game with optional puzzles and content is the middle third of the game which you cannot go back
to later on. Along the way you collect items and objects but as far as I could tell there is no way to actually view your inventory.
The "map" is clunky and largely useless.

A lot of the puzzles seem inconsistent or unrefined in terms of giving you feedback on what you are supposed to do as you go.
Idk, there is a lot to like here and as a work of art, much of the game is beautiful, but as a puzzle game, ignoring the asethetic, I
found it short, too easy, a bit dull and uninspired.. This program is simple. pleasing to look at. But. If you have had absolutely no
prior experience with what is involved. I can not warn you enough to stay away from the program. The YouTube tutorials move
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so fast like there is a time limit. they briefly explain what a few things are, and kind of how to use them. but they don't give
multiple examples. The videos are also out of date since the program has been updated and now you need to do some guess work
on what the steps are as they no longer line up. My best advice is watch the YouTube tutorials 1-2 times through and if you are
still clueless on what the heck is going on then don't bother.

Support is almost non existent. its taken me over a few days to get a response on how to set up a basic "getrole" command and
its not even from one of there staff members.

overall I would rather get my money back if I could and just learn to code a bot myself as there are far more resources available
for "freelance coding". The Horologist's Legacy is unlike any story I've ever experienced while playing a game. The different
scenarios are beautifully put together, the game has a lot more to it than the trailer puts out. There is lots of adventuring, with
nice touches of problem-solving that at times can be a little challenging, but so rewarding when you figure them out, even if it
takes a while to. This game is built for all sorts of audiences, even speed-runners. It is mysterious, intriguing with a lot to think
about even after you leave the game. I definitely recommend The Horologist's Legacy for it's story-telling adventure,
foreshadowing and overall spine-tingling excitment. At points in the game, I have literally SHRIEKED and that's how you know
it's an excellent horror indie game. 10\/10 go tell your friends. Mediocre tower defense. Graphics are nice, gameplay and
upgrade path are acceptable. I'm bored to death after 30 minutes and ready to go play a better game.. UPDATE 12\/24\/2017:
Developers up and abandoned the game. This had ALOT of potential to it. Sad to see!!! And HIGHLY DISAPPOINTED!!!!

It still is a fun game, but it is DEAD. I think I am the only one around still playing it.

I would still recommend it, but ONLY while on a discount.

As stated above, developers left it so do not expect any updates from them.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After 120 hours playing this game (2nd most in my library, behind FSX) I thought I would write a follow up review.

The developers hqave did an awesome job on the game. They fixed a lot of the bugs. There is still a lot of potential in the game.
The last update was at the end of August. It is now almost the middle of November. Hoping they add more soptions to the game.
That is the part that it lacks, the variety of options to do in the game. Also there is almost a 2 minute wait time to start a race,
wish they would knock that down to like 30 seconds. There are a few things in the game that say "coming soon" so hopefully the
developers are working on things :)

My overall opinion as of 120 hours later. If you like racing and a semi-manageristic game, you will like this. Like I said, there is
not many options to choose from in the game to do. So don't give high hopes. I WOULD recommend the game. I have invested
120 hours into it. So you know I like it :) And going to spend many more hours in game. I look forward to the developers adding
things in the future. They do listen to the fans, which is something you don't get from developers much these days. So that is an
added bonus!

I would recommed the game. Especially if it goes on sale!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I been playing it for a bit now and I can definitely see alot of potential. I was hesitant on spending $20 for the game, but decided
to buy it to give it a spin. As you know right now it is still in the developing stages and is being updated often. Which is a good
thing. It is pretty nice to be the pit crew chief and tell the driver what to do. You have various views. My favorite view is inside
the car. There is a lot more players now, so theres more competition.

Theres a few things I wish they would add in the future:
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Single player mode
More laps, so you have more than 1 pit stop

Overall, they have been working on the bugs and glitches and been doing a great job at it. And I plan on playing this for a very
long time.
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This is and always will be my favorite game on pc. I think I uninstalled it like three times before I learned the management
system but there really is nothing like it. One game germany wins and you're holding out as Australia, the last free country as the
axis bear down on you. The next game with the exact same settings you watch in awe a Canada intervenes in WW2 early and
defeats germany and italy and becomes a superpower by 1955. I love this game.. Quacktastic.. This game really does surprise
you. It comes off as "portal, but in 2D, and minus the sense of humor." And well, it kind of is, but it does so much more. The
puzzles get progressively harder and more complex as you get different guns, and the last sequence of puzzles before the end is
kind of just completely brain-melting. There's a surprisingly high execution factor in some cases, as well. And this is only the
normal difficulty. I've not played the game's "hard" mode but I doubt I'd be able to complete it if I did. The graphics are kind of
ugly though, all things considered, but that's a minor knock against it.. Pretty good and so is the whistle, now I would like to see
an L1s, an M1, an I1s, and a T1.. You can legally play this with one hand.. The casual and relaxed paced adventure game. Really
enjoyed the storyline of the game, it kept the interest of finding Mo. The puzzles were good and even, worth playing with the
kids.

Loved playing the game!. The story, while not as good as the other Touhou fighting games, was still an enjoyable experience.
The buggy online kinda sucks, but every Touhou fighting game before this has had the same issues. Overall a solid 8/10 in my
books. While it now officially supports English, the quality of the translation is... debatable, so get thcrap for a good translation.
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